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This ground-breaking book, with its many new techniques and concepts, brings predictive astrology

into a world of its own. Covers techniques and methods necessary for making accurate astrological

predictions. Learn to reveal the future and put various aspects of life into perspective.
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Bernadette Brady has a gift for expressing the mathematically complex in poetic terms that turn

angles and orbits into a celestial ballet. Predictive Astrology covers all the basics--transits,

progressions, and houses--while unlocking the bewildering secrets of eclipses. In a seamless

dialogue of logic and intuition, Brady encourages us to look beyond the basic blueprint of the natal

chart and peek into the future. Her view of fate doesn't condemn a person to a set path in life,

allowing the astrologer who carefully balances logic and intuition to better prepare her clients for the

challenges fate has in store. --Brian Patterson

"ONCE UPON A TIME there was a lark who was renowned for her beautiful song ..". are the

opening words for this comprehensive textbook of predictive astrology. This ground-breaking book,

with its many new techniques and concepts, brings predictive astrology into a world of its own. Time

maps encompass the author's approach to fate and transits, and new methods are suggested for

calibrating and filtering progressions, returns of all kinds, eclipses, and planetary arcs. As you blend

all of these techniques, the author promises you can reveal the future and put various aspects of life

into perspective.A totally new technique -- the delineation of eclipses -- removes their mystery and



apparent random effects in the world of prediction. The eclipse data section, along with Saros

Cycles, midpoint trees, and zodiacal degree listings will interest any serious astrologer.

She's an amazing pioneer in predictive astrology. Her fixed star analysis coupled with her Saros

Cycle interpretations on lunar/solar eclipses has profoundly changed the way I delineate my charts.

Thank you Bernadette!!

Exceptional for anyone interested in the intricacies of predictive. Her detailed applications using

prominent figures -- Joan of Arc, my favorite -- offer compelling support and guidance for anyone

interested in using astrology to accurate identify pivotal times, and plan accordingly. A keeper on the

bookshelf. Well done and many thanks!

Excellent Book. Easy to read too.

This is an extremely comprehensive book that explores the impact of both transits and progressions

on the individual. It also includes the analysis of some very well-known persons' charts and the

challenges they have faced/will face.This is the best book of its genre that I have read for about 20

years and I would not hesitate to recommend it to all intermediate/advanced students of astrology.

The writing and methods are clear. The limitations of our vision are made clear, too, with the use of

the metaphor of the eagle and the lark. The eagle represents the methods. The lark is your intuition,

which takes over after the methods have been used. Perhaps trying to look ahead is not as useful

as looking to what we could do now, but if you believe that the greater picture reflects the smaller,

that the planets' motions are part of what we experience here, you can sees the trend you are in you

can make different decisions.

Five stars just for the fact that this book contains information I have found no where else. I had

heard of it many times quoted by other authors, but as I read it I am truly delighted that I bought it.

The difference between progressions aspects to itself and progressions aspects to my natal chart

was not only a real eye opener, but one that I recognized immediately as being true from the

aspects in my own chart.A wonderful work that I would not be surprised if it becomes a classic

essential to the art of astrology.



Filled with astrological wisdom and a solid methodology, this book is an Invaluable resource for the

serious student or practitioner of astrology.

What a great contribution to Astrologers everywhere. Very informative and most importantly -

understandable.
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